
FOTOGRAFÍAS DE MONTSERRAT SOTO EN LA COLECCIÓN TELEFÓNICA 

HABITAR EL ARTE (INHABITING ART).

Photographs by Montserrat Soto in the Telefónica collection

One of the most important research lines in Montserrat Soto’s work is the reflection on art through the 
spaces where it is displayed and kept. In 1997 – in Silencios (Silences) – the artist focus her attention on 
the works of art warehouses of several museums, places where art is not seen, where art lays. Afterwards, 
Soto undertook the project Paisaje Secreto (Secret Landscape) for five years. It is a series of photographs 
that show the interior of contemporary art collectors’ houses in America and Europe. Art becomes exclusive 
now, only its owners and their guests can access it privately. IN the MACA rooms we can see 13 of these 
photographs, which belong to the Telefónica Collection.

In order to carry out her project, the artist managed to gate-crash in these homes; private spaces, inaccessible 
but everyday ones, and very away from the sacralization that surrounds the works of art in museums. Rooms, 
living rooms, offices and even bathrooms are the containers of the artistic works, many of them of highly 
valued artists, whose objective is first of all decorating these rooms. However, she transforms what is private 
into public and opens the door to an endless amount of conceptual, symbolic and even psychological 
aspects, related to collecting. This, an act identified with patronage, passion and even compulsion, becomes 
quite a declaration of personal intentions. The interior of these houses  - the domestic place where the work 
lives, where its owner live sand enjoys it, or where it is shown off – allow us to see signs of how possession, 
power, fashion, desire or taste have determined the sense of each one of these collections.

Painting, esculpture, photography, ethnographic objects or decorative arts fill these series of anonymous 
houses photographs with the aim of provoke in the spectator, who observes surprised and even astonished, 
all kind of sensations and questions: For whom such a great amount of objects is gathered? What is the 
purpose of having a collection? What determines the boughts’ selection? Has a collector always good taste?

Montserrat’s photographs are discovered through an interesting conversation with Eusebio Sempere’s almost 
physical presence, artist who created the 20th Century Art Collection that is kept right in this Contemporary 
Art Museum.

The beautiful photographs taken by Jorge and Jaime Blassi in  1971 have made possible the recreation 
of the Sempere’s house living room in Cuenca that is displayed in the exhibition room and that has been 
possible because the original furniture and the works of art placed in that room, and that, generously, we 
have been lent for this occassion,  have been preseved over time. This recreation works as a tribute for the 
collcetor artist.

Art as self-reference from its most unknown back room for an ordinary person, becomes a symbolic  in-
depth analysis of the contemporary society’s values and it creates a memory that, sometimes, is everyone’s.
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